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We derive a NN*(1440) potential from a nonrelativistic quark-quark interaction and a quark cluster model
for the baryons. By making use of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, we examine quark Pauli correlations
in detail. A comparison with the NN potential derived in the same framework is done. This makes it possible
to emphasize the role of quark antisymmetry beyond baryon antisymmetry and to discuss the use of phenom-
enological NN*(1440) baryonic potentials.
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The major role played by baryonic resonances has be-
come clear in recent years, in particular the low-lying nucle-
onic resonances D~1232! and N*~1440!, in many electro-
magnetic and strong reactions that take place in nucleons and
nuclei. This justifies the current experimental effort along
this line in several facilities: TJNAF with a specific experi-
mental program of electroexcitation of resonances, WASA in
Uppsala to study NN→NNpp reactions, etc.
The D~1232! appears as the most important P-wave reso-
nance in the pN system. The N*~1440! appears as a peak in
the (a ,a8) reaction on a proton target @1# interpreted as an
excitation of the target mediated by an isoscalar exchange
between the a and the proton @2#. From the point of view of
their quark structure the D corresponds to a spin-flavor flip
of one of the quarks of the nucleon. The quark structure of
the Roper resonance seems more elusive. Descriptions as a
radial excitation of the nucleon, as assumed in most spectro-
scopic quark models and which we shall adopt henceforth,
are the simplest ones. Alternatively, the Roper resonance has
been considered a breathing bag model mode @3# or a hybrid
state containing quarks and gluons @4#. Even recently, a pos-
sible explanation of the Roper resonance as a dynamical ef-
fect in pN scattering has been pointed out without resorting
to any quark structure @5#.
At the baryonic level, the role played by the D in many
nucleonic and nuclear reactions has been extensively studied
within the framework of the intermediate-energy D isobar
model @6#. Regarding the N*(1440) its role in the NN inter-
action, as much in the scattering problem @7# as in the deu-
teron structure @8#, has been considered in the past. Also the
contribution of intermediate N*(1440) resonances to the
three-nucleon interaction has been estimated @9#. More re-
cently, its relevance in NN→NNpp reactions has been em-
phasized @10#.
In this context the transition NN→NR (R is the reso-
nance! and direct NR→NR and RR→RR interactions
should be understood. Usually these interactions have been
written as straightforward extensions of some pieces of the
NN→NN potential with modification of the values of the0556-2813/2001/63~2!/024006~9!/$15.00 63 0240coupling constants, extracted from their decay widths.
Though this procedure can be appropriate for the very-long-
range part of the interaction, it is under suspicion at least for
the short-range part for which the detailed structure of bary-
ons may determine to some extent the form of the interac-
tion. This turns out to be the case for the NN→ND and
ND→ND potentials previously analyzed elsewhere @11#. It
seems therefore convenient to proceed to a derivation of
these potentials based on the more elementary quark-quark
interaction. This is the purpose of this article: starting from a
quark-quark nonrelativistic potential, we implement the
baryon structure through technically simple variational
Gaussian wave functions and we calculate the potential at the
baryonic level in the static Born-Oppenheimer approach. The
N*(1440), the Roper resonance, is taken as a stable particle.
For dynamical applications its width should be implemented
through the coupling to the continuum. We center our atten-
tion on the NN*→NN* potential where a complete parallel-
ism with the NN→NN case can be easily established. Notice
that the quark-quark interaction parameters are fixed ~from
the NN→NN case! and are kept independent of the baryons
involved in the interaction. This eliminates the bias intro-
duced in models at the baryonic level by a different choice of
effective parameters according to the baryon-baryon interac-
tion considered ~this effectiveness of the parameters may
hide distinct physical effects!.
This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II we revise
some details of the NN* wave function written in terms of
quarks. The NN*→NN* potential obtained is showed for
different partial waves in Sec. III, where we also discuss its
main features. In Sec. IV we discuss the use of phenomeno-
logical baryonic NN*→NN* potentials. Finally in Sec. V
we summarize our main results and conclusions.
II. NN* WAVE FUNCTION
In order to describe the NN* system we shall use a con-
stituent quark cluster model; i.e., baryons are described as
clusters of three quarks. Assuming a two-center shell model
the wave function of a two-baryon system, B1 and B2, with a©2001 The American Physical Society06-1
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tum numbers is written @11#
CB1B2
ST ~RW !5
A
A11dB1B2
~1!
3A12H FB1S 123;2 RW2 D B2S 456; RW2 D G ST
1~21 ! f H FB2S 123;2 RW2 D B1S 456; RW2 D G STJ ,
A being the six-quark antisymmetrizer given by
A5S 12(
i51
3
(j54
6
Pi jD ~12P!, ~2!
where P exchanges the three quarks between the two clusters
and Pi j exchanges quarks i and j.
If one projects on a state of definite orbital angular mo-
mentum L, as a result of the (12P) operator in the antisym-
metrizer the wave function CB1B2
ST (RW ) vanishes unless
L1S11S22S1T11T22T1 f 5odd. ~3!
Since S15 12 5S2 , T15 12 5T2, this fixes the relative phase
between the two components of the wave function at Eq. ~1!
to be
f 5S1T2L1odd. ~4!
It is important to realize that for the NN system f is nec-
essarily even in order to prevent the vanishing of the wave
function. No such restriction exists for NN*. Therefore,
there are NN* channels, f odd, with no counterpart in the
NN case. There are however no quark Pauli-blocked chan-
nels, i.e., channels where a strong repulsive Pauli hard core is02400generated. The reason for this absence is that, similarly to the
NN case, all the quarks can be accommodated in the same
spatial state. Technically, this can be seen by analyzing the
normalization of the NN* wave function. We will assume
the three-quark wave function for the quark clusters at a
position RW , given by
uN&5u@3#~0s !3& , ~5!
uN*&5A23u@3#~0s !2~1s !&2A
1
3u@3#~0s !~0p !
2&, ~6!
or more explicitly
N~rW1 ,rW2 ,rW3 ;RW !5 )
n51
3 S 1
pb2D
3/4
e2
(rWn2RW )2
2b2 ^ @3#ST ^ @13#C
~7!
and
N*~rW1 ,rW2 ,rW3 ;RW !5SA23f12A13f2D ^ @3#ST ^ @13#C ,
~8!
where @3#ST and @13#C stand for the spin-isospin and color
parts, respectively, and
f15
A2
3 S 1pb2D
9/4
(
k51
3 F32 2 ~rWk2RW !2b2 G)i51
3
e2(r
W
i2RW )2/2b2,
~9!
TABLE I. C(S ,T) spin-isospin coefficients as defined in Eq.
~12!.
(S ,T) ~1,0! ~0,1! ~0,0! ~1,1!
C(S ,T) -1/27 -1/27 7/9 31/81f252
2
3 S 1p 9/4b13/2D (j,k51
3
~rW j2RW !~rWk2RW !)
i51
3
e2(r
W
i2RW )2/2b2
. ~10!
Therefore the norm of the NN* wave function of Eq. ~1! can be expressed as
N NN*
LST f
~R !5N diL f~R !2C~S ,T !N exL f~R !, ~11!
where N diL f(R) and N exL f(R) stand for the direct and exchange radial normalizations, respectively, and whose explicit expres-
sions are given in the Appendix. C(S ,T) is a factor depending on the total spin ~S! and the total isospin ~T! of the NN* system
and given by
C~S ,T !5
1
4 (x i5h i50
1 K S x1 , 12 D , 12 ;S x2 , 12 D , 12 ;S ,M SuP36S uS x3 , 12 D , 12 ;S x4 , 12 D , 12 ;S ,M SL
3K S h1 , 12 D , 12 ;S h2 , 12 D , 12 ;T ,M TuP36T uS h3 , 12 D , 12 ;S h4 , 12 D , 12 ;T ,M TL , ~12!
where x i (h i) stand for the coupled spin ~isospin! of two quarks. For L50 and R→0 one obtains
N NN*
L50,ST
~R→0 !;$12 13 @512~2 ! f #C~S ,T !%1O~R4!, ~13!
where the values of C(S ,T) are given in Table I.6-2
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C(S ,T)51 or f 5even and C(S ,T)53/7. From the values
given in Table I it is clear that although there are no Pauli-
blocked channels there is a Pauli repulsion for those S-wave
channels without NN counterpart, (S ,T)5(0,0),~1,1!, i.e.,
forbidden in the NN case. This is ilustrated in Fig. 1, where
we show the norm of the NN* wave function for L50. As
can be seen, the norm gets suppressed in those cases where
the channel is forbidden for the NN case. This is a remnant
of the near to identity similarity of N and N*(1440).
III. NN*\NN* POTENTIAL
To derive the NN*→NN* potential from a quark-quark
interaction we follow the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.
We take the potential at the interbaryon distance R as the
expectation value of the energy of the six-quark system mi-
nus the self-energy of the two clusters:
VNN*(L S T)→NN*(L8 S8 T)~R !5jL S T
L8 S8 T~R ! 2 jL S T
L8 S8 T~‘!,
~14!
where
jL S T
L8 S8 T~R !
5
^CNN*
L8 S8 T~RW !u( i, j51
6 Vqq~rW i j!uCNN*
L S T
~RW !&
A^CNN*L8 S8 T~RW !uCNN*L8 S8 T~RW !&A^CNN*L S T~RW !uCNN*L S T~RW !&
.
~15!
For the quark-quark potential we take a form that has
been very much detailed elsewhere @12# and that we write
only for completeness:
Vqq~rW i j!5VCON~rW i j!1VOGE~rW i j!1VOPE~rW i j!1VOSE~rW i j!,
~16!
where rW i j is the interquark distance. VCON is the confining
potential, whose detailed radial structure is meaningless for
the two-baryon interaction. To be consistent with the baryon
spectra it will be taken as linear,
VCON~rW i j!52ac l iW l jW ri j , ~17!
where the l’s stand for the color SU~3! matrices. VOGE is the
perturbative one-gluon-exchange ~OGE! interaction contain-
ing Coulombian, spin-spin (sW isW j), and tensor terms (Si j),
VOGE~rW i j!5
1
4 as l
W ilW j
3H 1ri j 2 pmq2 F11 23sW isW jG
3d~rW i j!2
3
4mq
2
ri j
3 Si jJ , ~18!
02400and VOPE and VOSE are the one-pion-exchange ~OPE! and
one-sigma-exchange ~OSE! interaction given by
VOPE~rW i j!5
1
3 ach
L2
L22mp
2 mp
3H F Y ~mp ri j!2 L3
mp
3 Y ~L ri j!GsW isW j
1FH~mp ri j!2 L3
mp
3 H~L ri j!GSi jJ tW itW j,
~19!
VOSE~rW i j!52ach
4 mq
2
mp
2
L2
L22ms
2 ms
3FY ~ms ri j!2 Lms Y ~L ri j!G , ~20!
where L is a cutoff parameter and
Y ~x !5
e2x
x
, ~21!
H~x !5S 11 3x 1 3x2D Y ~x !. ~22!
The values chosen for the parameters are the same @12#
previously used ~they reproduce the experimental values of
the pN coupling constant and the D2N mass difference!
and are tabulated in Table II.
The Born-Oppenheimer approximation followed inte-
grates out the quark coordinates keeping R fixed. Hence,
quantum fluctuations of the two-baryon center of mass are
neglected. Nonetheless, we expect that a more complete
treatment as the one implied by the use of the resonating
group method does not represent, at least for the calculations
we perform, major changes as turns out to be the case for the
NN interaction @13#.
From Eq. ~14! and from the structure of the antisymme-
trizer the potential contains direct terms, not involving quark
exchanges, and quark-exchange pieces. We illustrate in Fig.
2 the most important diagrams contributing to the potential.
We have separated them with regards to the part of the radial
TABLE II. Quark model parameters.
mq ~MeV! 313
b ~fm! 0.5
as 0.4
ac ~MeV fm21) 109.7
ach 0.027
ms (fm21) 3.421
mp (fm21) 0.70
L (fm21) 4.26-3
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diagrams ~A1!–~A24!, are generated by f1 @Eq. ~9!#, dia-
grams ~B1!–~B14! are due to f2 @Eq. ~10!#, and the only
relevant diagrams coming from the mixing of both terms, f1
and f2, are ~C1!–~C3!. Diagrams ~A1!–~A3! and ~B1!–~B3!
correspond to the self-energy, and are therefore subtracted in
Eq. ~14!. Diagrams ~A4!, ~A5!, ~B4!, and ~B5! give the direct
contribution, and they generate the asymptotic behavior of
the NN* interaction. The remaining diagrams are of quark-
exchange type and their relevance depends on the degree of
overlap of the baryon wave functions. Within these, from
~A6! to ~A13!, ~B13!, and ~C3!, they correspond to baryon
exchange, i.e., NN*→N*N terms, while the remaining dia-
grams are associated with NN*→NN* terms.
Spin-isospin-color matrix elements are the same than in
the NN case and can be taken from Ref. @14#.
IV. RESULTS
In Fig. 3 we show the potentials obtained for all the L
50 partial waves and some representative L51 and L52
partial waves (T50 and T51) as a function of the inter-
baryon distance. Contributions from the different terms of
the potential are also depicted. In Fig. 4 contributions from
the different diagrams ~for simplicity we have grouped the
diagrams attending to their topology; see caption of Fig. 2!
are separated for some partial waves.
There are general features of the results for all the partial
waves that can be enumerated.
~i! For very long distances (R.4 fm! the interaction
comes determined by the OPE potential, since this corre-
sponds to the longest-range piece. The OPE is also respon-
sible together with the OSE for the long-range part behavior
~1.5 fm ,R,4 fm!, due to the combined effect of shorter
range and a bigger strength for the OSE as compared to the
OPE.
~ii! For L5 even and isospin channels with a correspon-
dence in the NN case, f even, which we shall call allowed
channels henceforth, the OSE gives the dominant contribu-
tion in the intermediate range ~0.8 fm ,R,1.5 fm!, deter-
mining the attractive character of the potential in this region,
analogously for L5 odd and forbidden channels ~those with-
FIG. 1. NN*(1440) overlapping as a function of the interbaryon
distance for L50 partial waves.02400FIG. 2. Different diagrams contributing to the NN*(1440) in-
teraction. The double line denotes an excited quark on the 1s shell
and the dotted line stands for an excited quark on the 0p shell.
Diagrams ~A1!, ~A2!, ~A3!, ~B1!, ~B2!, and ~B3! are topologically
equivalent although involving interactions between excited or non-
excited quarks. In the next figures and for simplicity they will be
denoted by V12 . The remaining diagrams can be also grouped in
topologically equivalent classes. The simplified notation in next fig-
ures corresponds to such a grouping.6-4
MICROSCOPIC DERIVATION OF A NN*(1440) POTENTIAL PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 024006FIG. 3. NN*(1440) potential for different L50,1,2 partial waves. The contribution of the different terms of the potential has been
depicted.024006-5
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caption.out correspondence in the NN case!. In other cases, the OSE
reduces its relative contribution or becomes even repulsive.
This can be explained by the combined effect of the spatial
parity, defined by L, and the spin-isospin parity defined by f.
When L and f have the same signature, i.e., when they are
both even or odd, the contributions from combinations of the
two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. ~1! add attractively
while for different signature they can alternatively add or
subtract.
~iii! For S (L50) and P (L51) waves the short-range
(R,0.5 fm! potential is repulsive. This repulsion comes de-
termined by the OGE and the OPE through quark-exchange
diagrams. For D (L52) waves, where these quark-exchange
contributions are weakened by the presence of a stronger
centrifugal barrier that prevents a large overlapping of the
baryons, the short-range potential may become even attrac-
tive @see Fig. 3~g!#.
~iv! The forbidden (allowed) channels in S and D waves
(P waves! are much more repulsive than the allowed ~for-
bidden) channels. Moreover, the potential for the forbidden
1S0(T50) channel is very much the same than the potential
for the allowed 1P1(T50) and similarly for 3S1(T51) and
3PJ(T51) ~in this last case with small dependences on J
due to the tensor interaction!. This can be understood in
terms of the Pauli and the centrifugal barrier repulsions. The
Pauli correlations and the centrifugal barrier in the P waves
prevent all the quarks from being in the same spatial state,
much the same effect one has due to Pauli correlations in the02400S-forbidden waves added to the presence of the radially ex-
cited quark in the N*(1440).
~v! For the allowed ~forbidden) channels in S or D waves
(P waves!, the dominant repulsion comes from V36P36 . This
corresponds to the interaction taking place between the same
two exchanged quarks. In the other cases, the V13P36 or
V16P36 terms, where an exchanged quark interacts with a
nonexchanged one, provide the dominant repulsion. As
above, these dominances come from the combined effect,
through the P36 operator, of the spatial and spin-isospin pari-
ties.
~vi! The dynamical effect of quark antisymmetrization
can be estimated by comparing the total potential with the
one arising from diagram V36 which is the only significant
one that does not include quark exchanges. The V36 potential
turns out to be attractive everywhere. Let us note, however,
that Pauli correlations are still present in the V36 potential,
through the norm, in the denominator of Eq. ~14!. To elimi-
nate the whole effect of quark antisymmetrization one should
eliminate quark-Pauli correlations from the norm as well. By
proceeding in this way one gets a genuine baryonic potential,
which we call the direct potential. Comparison of the total
and direct potentials reflects the quark antisymmetrization
effect beyond the one-baryon structure. As V36 , the direct
potential is attractive everywhere ~see Fig. 5!. It then be-
comes clear that the repulsive character of the interaction at S
and P waves at short distances is due to dynamical quark-
exchange effects. For distances R>2 fm the direct, V36 , and6-6
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the N*(1440) wave functions is negligible and no exchange
diagrams contribute appreciably.
~vii! Phase shifts for the two 1S0 isospin channels are
shown in Fig. 6. The correlation between allowed and for-
bidden states established above translates into values of the
corresponding phase shifts. NN phase shifts are also drawn
for comparison. The quite similar behavior observed has to
do again with the close to identity character of the NN* and
NN wave functions in the allowed channels commented on
before.
V. PHENOMENOLOGICAL NN*\NN* POTENTIALS
It is interesting to compare our results for NN* with the
ones obtained for NN derived in the same manner. This will
allow us to emphasize the differences derived from the non-
identity of the baryons in the NN* case and to analyze phe-
nomenological approaches at the baryonic level which take
the same form for the NN*→NN* and the NN→NN poten-
tials and proceed to a fit of the strength of the different pieces
of the potential from data.
FIG. 5. Comparison between the total and direct ~as defined in
the text! potential for different NN*(1440) partial waves.02400We should first realize that strictly speaking baryonic po-
tentials, for the NN* case as much as for the NN one, are
only justified beyond distances R; 2 fm, where no quark-
exchange effects are present. For R,2 fm the direct poten-
tial, which represents a genuine baryonic potential since no
quark-exchanges are included, differs very much from the
total potential ~see Fig. 5!. However, we all know the use-
fulness of effective baryonic potentials where through the
parametrization of the form of the interaction and the effec-
tive values of the parameters, quark-exchange effects are
mostly incorporated. The same seems to be true for allowed
channels in the NN* case, since potentials are at most 15%
different than NN ones ~see Fig. 6!.
For forbidden states the task of constructing a reliable
baryonic potential appears a priori more complicated since
there is no NN guide. Nevertheless, remembering the discus-
sion in the former section, from the correspondence that can
be established between allowed and forbidden states in dif-
ferent partial waves, one can imagine that a baryonic phe-
nomenological description would also be available.
By proceeding in this way it is important to notice the
FIG. 6. Phase shifts for L50 NN*(1440) partial waves ~solid
line! compared to the corresponding NN phase shifts ~dashed line!.6-7
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the fact that quark interaction coupling constants are fixed
from NN data once and for all, keeping their values indepen-
dently of the baryons involved. On the contrary baryon cou-
pling constants are fixed phenomenologically case by case.
The same is true for the cutoff masses for the vertices. This
makes it possible, at least for some forms of the interaction,
to give, from quark coupling values, predictions for the un-
known baryonic couplings. Obviously this prediction could
be altered in the NN* case through the inclusion of the N*
width. Let us take for example the OPE potential. Since the
pion-baryon-baryon coupling constant is calculated at zero-
momentum transfer, we have to examine the asymptotic be-
havior of the OPE in configuration the baryonic OPE and the
quark OPE potential fixes the pqq coupling constant. For
NN* the form of the interaction does not change with re-
spect to NN . Furthermore, as can be checked from Fig. 7
there is no significant difference beyond R.2.5 fm between
the NN and NN* cases. One should realize, however, that
for NN*, as a result of the presence of NN*→NN* as well
as NN*→N*N , there are two different couplings involved,
gpN*N* and gpNN*, apart from gpNN . It turns out that the
dominant contribution comes from NN*→NN* from which
one concludes that gpN*N*;gpNN .
Concerning the use of OPE NN*→NN* potentials, for
example in the fitting of the NN scattering at intermediate
energies ~see, for example, @7#!, some caution is necessary.
Let us recall that the OPE is the dominant piece only at very
long distances, R.4 fm. One should be aware that for dis-
tances 1.5 fm ,R,4 fm, the OSE contribution is as impor-
tant as the OPE. Therefore the use of only the OPE for en-
ergies involving long distances might induce an error of the
same size as the contribution considered. Certainly this OSE
contribution could be to some extent included through a
renormalization of the pion-baryon-baryon or of other cou-
plings, but this renormalization depends not only on the par-
ticular partial wave but also on energy. Therefore it seems
FIG. 7. Asymptotic behavior of the 1S0(T51) OPE potential in
configuration space for NN ~solid line! and NN*(1440) ~dashed
line! systems.02400more reliable, when long-range NN*→NN* potentials are
taken into account, for example in NN phase shift analysis
for lab energies TN;1000 MeV (N* threshold!, to consider
altogether the effects of OPE plus OSE potentials.
For the short- and medium-distance parts of the interac-
tion, the modeling of simple baryonic potentials becomes
much more difficult, since quark Pauli effects have nontrivial
consequences on the form of the baryonic potential arising
from a given form of the quark-quark interaction. This is
reflected in phenomenological baryon treatments where quite
different forms of repulsive cores are employed to param-
etrize the interaction. In this respect our results, though ob-
tained in a simple approximation, can serve as a guide for a
sensible choice of the parametrization.
VI. SUMMARY
By means of a microscopic quark description of the NN*
interaction we have derived a NN*→NN* potential. The
presence in N*(1440) of the radially excited quark opens the
possibility of having isospin partial waves not allowed in the
NN case. Forbidden and allowed channel potentials have
been examined. The strength and range of the different
pieces of the quark-quark interaction determine the long-
range behavior. For intermediate and short ranges, quark-
exchange diagrams together with the dynamics play an es-
sential role as well, determining the attractive or repulsive
character of the interaction. The close results obtained for
allowed channels in the NN* and the corresponding NN
channels contrast with the presence of forbidden channels in
NN*. Nonetheless, a correlation of these forbidden channels
with allowed ones in different partial waves can be estab-
lished, showing in a nice way the equivalence between dy-
namical and quark Pauli correlations.
The possible use of baryonic NN* potentials without any
explicit quark structure has also been discussed. Our results
make clear the difficulties to get sensible parametrizations
for all partial waves when no guide from a quark treatment is
used and not a sufficient bunch of data is at one’s disposal.
Certainly data on NN*→NN* phase shifts can only be
obtained indirectly and no direct experimental test of our
results can be performed. Nonetheless, we think our results,
at least in a qualitative manner, may help in a better under-
standing of baryonic processes at a microscopic level and
serve as a guide when dealing with reactions where some
indicative predictions are needed in theoretical as well as in
experimental studies.
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APPENDIX
The explicit expression for the overlapping of the
NN*(1440) wave function given in Eq. ~11! is6-8
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N exL f~R !5F23 T31 13 T81~2 ! f 23 T4G12F23 T51~2 ! f 23 T6G ,
~A1!
with
T158pe2aH iL~a!2 R26b2 iL~a!1 R26b2 F1~L ,a!
1
R4
96b4
iL~a!2
R4
48b4
F1~L ,a!1
R4
96b4
F2~L ,a!J ,
T258pe2aH R496b4 iL~a!2 R448b4 F1~L ,a!1 R496b4 F2~L ,a!J ,
~A2!
T358pe2aH R496b4 iL~b!1 R448b4 F1~L ,b!1 R496b4 F2~L ,b!J ,
T458pe2aH iL~b!2 R26b2 iL~b!2 R26b2 F1~L ,b!
1
R4
96b4
iL~b!1
R4
48b4
F1~L ,b!1
R4
96b4
F2~L ,b!J ,
T558pe2aH iL~b!2 R26b2 iL~b!1 R26b2 F1~L ,b!
1
R4
96b4
iL~b!2
R4
48b4
F1~L ,b!1
R4
96b4
F2~L ,b!J ,
T658pe2aH R496b4 iL~b!2 R448b4 F1~L ,b!1 R496b4 F2~L ,b!J ,02400T758pe2aH iL~a!2 R26b2 iL~a!1 R26b2 F1~L ,a!
1
R4
48b4
iL~a!2
R4
24b4
F1~L ,a!1
R4
48b4
F2~L ,a!J ,
T858pe2aH iL~b!2 R26b2 iL~b!1 R26b2 F1~L ,b!
1
R4
48b4
iL~b!2
R4
24b4
F1~L ,b!1
R4
48b4
F2~L ,b!J ,
~A3!
where a and b and the functions F1 and F2 are defined by
a5
3R2
4b2
,
b5
R2
4b2
, ~A4!
F1~L ,x !5
L
2L11 iL21~x !1
L11
2L11 iL11~x !,
F2~L ,x !5
L~L21 !
~2L11 !~2L21 ! iL22~x !
1
2L212L21
~2L13 !~2L21 ! iL~x !
1
~L12 !~L11 !
~2L13 !~2L11 ! iL12~x !, ~A5!
where iL(x) is the modified spherical Bessel function of the
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